It‘s all about

You

Your Goals.
Your Studies.

.

We

shape the future.

Passion for Life
We are part of the SRH Holding, a non-profit
foundation offering education and healthcare
services since 1955. Currently active in 60 cities
across Germany, SRH is a values-driven company
where 16,000 employees work with passion to
provide you with quality and care.
Every person learns differently. Our task is to provide
each student with the education best suited to their

Six schools in three cities: Berlin, Dresden
and Hamburg. Our students come from all
over the world and attend our 90+
accredited study programmes, taught in

needs and pave the way for a successful career and
an accomplished life.

7 Universities
150 Study Programmes
13,000 Students
100 Nationalities

English and/or in German.
Discover diverse opportunities in
Management, Entrepreneurship,
International Business and Marketing,
Media and Creative Industries, Engineering,
IT, Music, Design, Film and Writing.
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SRH Universities

SRH Berlin University
of Applied Sciences

Hamburg
SRH Campus Hamburg

Berlin
Berlin School of Management
Berlin School of Technology
Berlin School of Design and Communication
Berlin School of Popular Arts

Hamm
SRH University of Applied Sciences

Gera

Dresden
Dresden School of Management

SRH Hochschule für Gesundheit

Oestrich-Winkel

Wiesbaden
EBS Universität

EBS Universität

Heidelberg

Facts & Figures

SRH University of Applied Sciences
— 90+ study programmes: Bachelor’s,

Paraguay

Master’s & MBA
— 2 intakes/year: April & October

Asunción

— Programmes in English and German
— 100+ nationalities

UPA Universidad Paraguayo Alemana

— 113 university partners
— Study period:

Riedlingen
SRH Mobile University of Applied Sciences
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Bachelor’s: 6 and 7 semesters (180 and 210 ECTS)
Master’s: 3 and 4 semesters (90 and 120 ECTS)
MBA: 2 and 3 semesters (60 and 90 ECTS)
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The SRH Perspective:
Learn Tomorrow‘s Skills
Today

Why SRH? What Sets us Apart, at a Glance

Your Gateway to an International Education

Setting up New Standards in Education

Our goal is a diverse international education for our
students. The schools of the SRH Berlin offer a truly

Our quality certifications speak for themselves:

global perspective with an intercultural community

— Regular top results in the Che Ranking 2020, i.e.

that welcomes students from 100 nations.

regarding the international orientation (10/12) and

We maintain a close network with 113 partner

our high graduation rate (98.5% in the appropriate

universities, from East Asia to North America, and we

time) of our Master‘s programmes

are also proud to be part of the Erasmus+ programme

— System accreditation: quality seal of the
Accreditation Council certifying that the university

which offers students the opportunity to study or
intern up to one year abroad.

meets the highest quality standards in teaching
and learning and has self-accreditation authority
for its programmes

Learn » Outside the Box «

— Re-accreditation of 10 years by the German
Council of Science and Humanities

Thanks to the great variety of courses and our agile,

(Wissenschaftsrat)

skill-based concept of education, we have designed

— Awarded the Genius Loci Award for Excellence in
Teaching in 2018 by the Stifterverband für

an additional offer of special programmes for our
students.

Deutsche Wissenschaft and the
VolkswagenStiftung for our CORE Principle
— FIBAA Premium Seal for our Master‘s programme
International Management; the programme ranks

— Customise your studies by adding any course that
fits in your timetable
— Wild Studies: unique in Berlin, this extra-curricular

in the TOP 10 of all Master’s programmes in

semester allows you to put together your own

Germany. All our Bachelor‘s and Master‘s

timetable for a low, one-off fee

«
programmes are FIBAA accredited.

— SRH Campus Switch: Hop to any of the SRH Berlin
campuses for a semester

Hand in Hand with the Industry
Our Philosophy

We believe in an education that is directly related to
the work you will do after you graduate. Study and

With our unique study concept – the CORE Principle – we support you personally in

research with us on real-life projects with practical

achieving your goals. We have aligned all objectives, exams, teaching and learning

partners from the fields of business, culture, politics

methods to make studying with us a fun, successful and hands-on experience.

and society. Work collaboratively with students from

Our graduates are well prepared for any challenge: by combining the acquisition of

different disciplines. Gain access to our network of

skills and the joy of learning in an individual and innovative teaching method, we

over 1,500 companies through internships and

prepare our students to become agile and self-confident professionals, in great

through the early integration of real work projects

demand on the job market.

into your curriculum. Benefit from free German
language courses and career support.
Coached and inspired by the best, you will set out on
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your individual path to a successful career.
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Our CORE Principle

Our Study Concept: The CORE Principle

Our coordinated programmes facilitate the best
possible employability in a global market.

We created a unique approach to education, designed
in-house to best fit our students‘ individual needs and

We are committed to this approach in all our services

strengths.

– in classroom-based, distance-learning, part-time
and certified programmes.

The introduction of our innovative teaching and
learning model, the CORE principle (Competence

An agile, motivating and innovative culture of learning

Oriented Research and Education), represents our

is both condition and result. We work closely with our

response to new educational and market challenges.

industry partners and our students and by doing so

CORE places the highest priority on the development

create the best possible learning environment.

of our students‘ competencies. In designing our degree
programmes we start with the desired outcome and
work backwards from there.

—

5-week blocks of teaching for maximum focus on the subject. Study programmes are 		
organised in five-week blocks of applied study. Working in a small group, you get to 		
focus intensively on real-world challenges.

—

Diverse exam forms: No more crammed exam weeks. Ongoing performance evaluations
at the end of each five-week block ensure a continuous feedback loop and relieve end-		
of-year exam stress. We use various examination methods to test different facets of 		
skill and competence building.

—

Your teacher is your coach, throughout your studies. While focusing on your work you 		
receive active guidance from your mentors and profit from a range of options to help you
achieve your personal goals.

Prof. Dr. h. c. Jörg Winterberg
CEO of SRH Higher Education and founder of the CORE Principle

—

Interactive learning and teaching methods. Different study formats include a variety of 		
group work, seminars, role-play and applied assignments. Simultaneously, CORE 		

«Being a higher education provider in today‘s world means continuously striving to

provides you with the space and equipment that best support you. A dynamic, agile

improve our teaching and learning methods whilst creating agile, state-of-the-art

environment that makes learning not only extremely efficient but fun too.

study spaces. It is of the essence that our students learn in a competence-oriented
manner and are empowered to have a successful career.»

—

Learn in the real world, for the real world: Practical projects, teamwork and company 		
internships. Our excellent ties to companies across all relevant industries help you gain
first-hand professional experience and play a crucial role in your job search after
graduation.
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We Empower you
to Build your Future

The SRH Career Service is here to help you get

Free German courses for international students.

your career off the ground.
Get in touch with us and profit from our

As a junior graduate, entering the German job market

knowledge, networks and contacts.

without a solid knowledge of the language may
prove difficult. Our Language Center offers German

Our Career Service supports you every step of the

courses free of charge to all international students

way and helps you enter the job market successfully.

interested in taking advantage of the full immersion

We organise workshops and career days, and coach

experience and adding another language to their skill

you for interviews. Also, we personally guide you

set.

through the entire process of your individual career

As the 4th language in the world in terms of

planning and support you in your search for

economic impact, German gives you access to the

internships and any job placement issues.

DACH* region, and will enhance your competitive
edge both on the national and international job

Moreover, we have launched our Career Centre in

market.

partnership with JobTeaser to support you on your

*DACH: Germany, Austria & Switzerland

job hunt. On this platform you can find all the job
opportunities, events and resources you might need
to help you with your search.

After graduation: 18-month job-search visa &
settlement permit.

The internship that turns into job prospects.

International students coming from outside the EU/
EEA area benefit from a 1.5-year stay back option

Most of our programmes, both at Bachelor and

after graduation to look for a suitable job.

Master level, include one or two internships to allow

Once you secured a work contract of min. one year

you to gain valuable work experience, give you an

full time that adequately suits your qualifications and

additional edge on the job market, and ultimately

is paid market value, you may apply for a residence

transition into a job.

permit with full working rights.

Finding the right internship can be somewhat of a

Upon holding a residence permit for the purpose of

challenge. But you are not fighting this battle alone.

employment as a “qualified professional” for at least

Our career experts are here to guide you, and your

2 years (in accordance with Sections 18a, 18b or 18d

Our Career Service supports you every step of the way, from career

professors have an established network in their

German Residence Act) and having acquired a B1

planning to job entry:

industry and will be happy to support you.

level of German, you may apply for a settlement
permit.*

— workshops and career days
— application training and interview coaching

*Other conditions apply, and exceptions may be made concerning the
required years of employment in Germany or the level of German language,
based on the qualifications and field of work.

— check of application documents
— support with search for internships and post-graduate jobs
— field trips to partner companies
— access to a network of over 1,500 corporate partners
— exclusive career portal on JobTeaser.com
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SRH Berlin School
of Management
Today’s Student, Tomorrow’s Leader
Berlin-Charlottenburg is home to the Berlin School of
Management, where we offer a variety of top-notch
business courses that focus on developing new skills
and working project-based, in close cooperation with
the industry. Together with our international team we
reinvented management education to teach you the
competencies and agility you need for a successful
career in management.
Enjoy the Berlin vibe while working together with
professionals from every field to become an

Facts & Figures

entrepreneur of tomorrow. SRH Berlin offers you a
diverse and inspiring learning environment in a city
that is famous for its vibrant and international culture

— 1,000 students from 76 countries
(58% international students)

and lifestyle. Get the best of both worlds for your

— Programmes in English & German

future and join us in Berlin-Charlottenburg!

— Intakes: April and October
— Specialised in modern management,
entrepreneurship, engineering, technology,
computer science
— 98.5% graduation rate (Master’s):
CHE Ranking 2020
— Access to a high calibre network of
over 1,500 companies
— Early integration of real work projects
in the curriculum

Berlin School of Management
Ernst-Reuter-Platz 10, 10587 Berlin
+49 30 374 374 777
Email: studyinberlin@srh.de
www.srh-berlin.de
13
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Berlin School
of Technology
Technology meets Business at SRH Berlin
Located in the western part of the city, the Berlin
School of Technology focuses on offering innovative
and interdisciplinary Bachelor’s and Master’s
programmes in Engineering and Computer Science
that turn you into a sought-after skilled professional.
Not only will you learn the specifics of your
profession, but we will also equip you with the
necessary basics in business relations and soft skills
that turn you into a successful leader.
Discover the savoir-vivre of Berlin-Charlottenburg

Facts & Figures

while enjoying our modern facilities with state-ofthe-art equipment, supporting you in achieving your
best results possible at SRH Berlin. Let our

— 1,000 students from 76 countries
(58% international students)

experienced lecturers motivate you with a hands-on

— Programmes in English and German

approach to teaching and project-based courses.

— Intakes: April and October
— Specialised in modern management,
entrepreneurship, engineering, technology,
computer science
— Access to a high calibre network of
over 1,500 companies
— Early integration of real work projects
in the curriculum

Berlin School of Technology
Ernst-Reuter-Platz 10, 10587 Berlin
+49 30 374 374 777
Email: studyinberlin@srh.de
www.srh-berlin.de
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Berlin School of
Popular Arts
Get on Track for a Career in Music
The German capital is a vibrant melting pot of
different cultures and people. What better place to
submerge oneself into the arts than here?
Discover the city’s diverse subcultures of music, art
and performances and truly experience what it
means to work in the creative industry.
The Berlin School of Popular Arts in Berlin

Facts & Figures

Schöneberg offers Bachelor’s and Master’s
programmes, taught by successful professionals in

— Over 800 students from 60 countries

the music, film and media industry. Study with the

— Programmes in English and German

best in your field, in professional working conditions

— Intakes: April and October

and with a practical approach to teaching.

— Specialised in music and audio, media and
creative industries management, creative writing
— State of the art recording facilities (music studios,
concert scene, photography studio)
— Hands-on projects and close connection to
Berlin’s creative industries
— Annual SOPA Music/Arts Student Festival

Berlin School of Popular Arts
Potsdamer Straße 188, 10783 Berlin
+49 30 374 374 777
Email: studyinberlin@srh.de
www.srh-berlin.de
17
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Berlin School of
Design & Communication
Berlin is Beautiful –
Study in the city’s place to be!
Located on Moritzplatz, in the heart of Berlin’s
creative and alternative district Berlin-Kreuzberg,
you will find the Berlin School of Design and
Communication. The neighbourhood is home to many
different nationalities and cultures that have shaped
its unique and welcoming character.
Experience the Berlin way of life while working with
our lecturers on valuable skills for your future in the
industry. Our Bachelor’s and Master’s programmes

Facts & Figures

focus on competence-oriented and project-based
teaching, collaborations on visionary projects and

— Over 400 students from 40 countries

close exchange with partners in the creative industry.

— Programmes in English and German

We specialise in various design disciplines such as

— Intakes: April and October

photography, film, illustration and communication

— Use and hire of technical equipment (for example

design as well as development and marketing

iMacs, Macbooks, cameras, lenses & accessories,

communication.

graphic tablets, printer / scanner,
darkroom chemicals)
— Design network: collaborations with designers,
agencies, publishers, creative service providers
— State-of-the-art studios and workshops: photo
and film studio, darkroom, painting studio,
marketing research lab
— Awarded the «Peer to Peer: Facebook Global
Challenge» 2018 in Washington

Berlin School of Design & Communication
Prinzenstraße 84.1, 10969 Berlin
+49 30 374 374 777
Email: studyinberlin@srh.de
www.srh-berlin.de
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SRH Campus
Hamburg
Experience »Growth with Foresight« in Hamburg
Ahoy, Matey! Our youngest SRH Campus in Hamburg
is a popular study location for national and
international students. The second largest city of
Germany is situated between the North Sea and the
Baltic Sea, only an hour and a half train ride away
from Berlin. The Alster river and lake as well as
numerous shopping malls and stores in the city
centre are only a stone‘s throw away. The city also
provides a wide range of sports, leisure, shopping
and cultural facilities.
Hamburg has been a trading town for centuries.
Therefore, it should be no surprise that it is a great

Facts & Figures

location for education and business alike. The nearby
Port of Hamburg – 3rd busiest port in Europe – is an

— Brand new campus – opened in 2020

international logistics hub and Germany’s »Gateway

— Programmes in English

to the World«. Moreover, the city is home to many

— Specialising in technology, IT, logistics,

tech and media companies. As you can see, it is the
perfect spot to choose a study programme in IT,
logistics or business.

business & leadership
— House of Universities – offering a portfolio of
popular study programmes from various SRH
universities

SRH Campus Hamburg
Esplanade 6, 20354 Hamburg
+49 40 334 656 410
Email: studyinhamburg@srh.de
www.srh-campus-hamburg.de
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Dresden School
of Management
Study in the Heart of Saxony
With just over half a million inhabitants, the capital
of Saxony is one of the fastest growing cities in
Germany, offering a modern way of living and a
picturesque baroque historic district.
Dresden made it to Top 10 in the categories

»European City of the Future for 2020/21« and »Best
Large City for Human Capital & Lifestyle« according
to the FDi Magazine, whilst still maintaining
reasonable living costs.
The many students here add to the young and
progressive vibe of the city. Plus, Leipzig and Berlin,
famous for their culture and nightlife are only a train

Facts & Figures

ride away.
— Over 450 students and 35 nationalities
As one of the 5 schools of SRH Berlin, Dresden School

— Specialised in management, tourism and events,

of Management offers internationally oriented

hospitality, psychology, social work as well as

Bachelor’s and Master’s programmes in

digital business

Management, Tourism and Hospitality, Events, as

— Programmes in both English and German

well as in Healthcare and Social Studies.

— More than 1,000 corporate partners worldwide
— Extensive integrated practical phases
— High placement rates for graduates in
managerial positions
— Reasonable fees and living costs
— Accommodation available nearby
— Excellent reputation within the hotel industry

Dresden School of Management
Georgenstraße 7, 01097 Dresden
+49 351 407 617 20
Email: studyindresden@srh.de
www.hochschulcampus-dresden.de
23
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Let’s get to know
each other!
Open House & Info Sessions
We regularly hold events like info sessions, sample lectures and open house days.
Sign up and learn about SRH Berlin, our study programmes and admissions process. Our
study advisors are happy to answer any questions you might have concerning your
studies, the programmes, career options, admissions and financing. Please do not
hesitate to contact us if you need help choosing your study programme or have any
further questions.
Click here to stay up to date

Find your Unibuddy
Chat with our students. Do you want first-hand information? Our students are happy to
share their experiences with you, tell you about their courses, their projects and student
life in Berlin, Hamburg and Dresden.
Click here to chat
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Our Bachelor‘s
Programmes in English

Music & Sound

Business & Management

Music is in your blood and you march to

Unveil the secrets behind

the beat of your own drum.

controlling, sales and marketing.

Thanks to our wide range of modern courses, SRH Berlin University of Applied Sciences can offer

— B.A. Audio Design

— B.A. International Business

the perfect degree for every talent. Discover your opportunities today and find your path to a

— B.A. Music Production

dream career in communications, music and film, or business and tech.

— B.Mus. Popular Music

Administration
— B.A. International Business
Administration – Focus on
Marketing*
— B.A. Creative Industries
Management

Design & Media

Film & Photography

User Experience,

Creativity is your strength, design

You enjoy getting everything on tape:

Design & Digital Business

your passion.

portraits, editorials or advertising clips.

Born a digital native, you want to develop
digital and technological solutions.

— B.A. Illustration*

— B.A. Film + Motion Design*

— B.A. Visual Communication*

— B.A. Photography

— B.A. Film + Motion Design*

— B.Sc. Development I Digital Products

Engineering & Technology
Develop viable technological solutions for
the future.

— B.Sc. Computer Science*
— B.Eng. Applied Mechatronic
Hospitality

Marketing, Communication &

Work in the 21st century’s fastest growing

Branding

industry. We train tomorrow‘s hospitality

Get people thinking with creative

leaders.

campaign ideas.

— B.A. International Hotel

— B.A. Advertising &

Management

Systems*

Brand Communication
— B.A. Marketing Communication*

«Students here are from all over the world,
they offer sharp, creative input, and analysis
from their own unique experiences; so our
in-class discussions are often fascinating.»

*in accreditation. Start: October 2021
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Derik Channell
B.A. International Business Administration
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Our Bachelor‘s
Programmes in German

Music & Sound

UX, Coding & Design Technology

Music is in your blood and you march to

You’re a digital native and want to find

the beat of your own drum.

new solutions for the future.

Business and creative industry have never been so diverse. Thanks to our wide range of modern

— B.A. Audiodesign

— B.Sc. Development | Digital Products

courses, SRH Berlin University of Applied Sciences can offer the perfect degree for every talent.

— B.A. Musikproduktion

— B.A. Development | Digital Health*

Discover your opportunities today and find your path to a dream career in communications,

— B.Mus. Popularmusik

music and film, or business and tech.

Design & Media

Film & Photography

Hotel, Tourism & Event Management

Communication & Media

Creativity is your strength,

You enjoy getting everything on tape:

You love hosting and enjoy working in

You want to get people thinking with

design your passion.

portraits, editorials or advertising clips.

places where others go on holiday.

creative campaign ideas.

— B.A. Illustration

— B.A. Film & Motion Design

— B.A. Internationales

— B.A. Kreatives Schreiben und

— B.A. Kommunikationsdesign

— B.A. Fotografie
— B.A. Visual & Interactive Media
— B.A. Film & Fernsehen

Hotelmanagement

Texten

— B.A. Internationales Tourismus- &

Eventmanagement

— B.A. Internationales

Marketingmanagement
— B.A. Marketingkommunikation
— B.A. Journalismus &

PR-Management
— B.A. Management in

Health Care, Social Welfare &

Economics

Psychology

You want to uncover the secrets of

To you, health is a state of mind.

controlling, sales and marketing.

— B.A. Soziale Arbeit

— B.A. Internationale

— B.A. IBW: Wirtschaftspsychologie
— B.Sc. Wirtschaftspsychologie

Betriebswirtschaftslehre
- Marketing
- Wirtschaftspsychologie
— B.A. Internationales

Marketingmanagement

*in accreditation: October 2021
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digitalen Medien
— B.A. Musik- & Eventmanagement

«Through the various creative lectures in the
field of marketing management, I can develop
my own ideas. SRH is preparing me very well for
my future with practice-oriented workshops and
seminars that are individually adapted to the
students.»
Richard Winter
B.A. Internationales Marketingmanagement
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Our Master‘s
Programmes in English
Take the next step towards your professional success: Be it by studying worldwide, founding

IT & Computer Science

Business & Management

Take on a leading position in research or

Perfect your leadership skills and maybe

industrial development.

even start your own business.

— M.Sc. Computer Science:

— M.A. Entrepreneurship

- Cyber Security

— M.A. International Management

- Big Data and Artificial

— M.A. International Management:

your own start-up or qualifying as a future leader in the industry of your dreams. With a Master’s

Intelligence

programme at SRH Berlin you can expand your existing knowledge or choose a completely new

Creative Leadership
— M.A. International Business and

direction. Let nothing stand between you and your professional success.

Leadership
— M.A. International Business and

Leadership: Trade Management
— M.Sc. Digital Business

Management:
Film & Photography

Design & Media

Engineering

- IT Security

Improve your skills and your understanding

Challenge the boundaries between

Be successful in the green and blue

- Data Analytics

of the vast media landscape.

design, technology and art.

economy.

- Software Engineering
- IT Management

— M.A. Film, Television & Digital

Narratives
— M.A. Photography

— M.A. Computing and the Arts

— M.Eng. Engineering and

— M.A. Strategic Design

International Business: Renewable

— M.A. Social Design & Sustainable

Energy, Water and Waste

Innovation

Management
— M.Eng. Engineering and

Sustainable Technology

Logistics

Management:

Deal with multi-level value chains and

- Mobility and Automotive

digital business processes.

Industry
- Industry 4.0: Automation,

— M.Sc. Supply Chain Management

Robotics & 3D Manufacturing
- Smart Building Technologies

«I decided to do my Master‘s degree in
Germany because Germany is an attractive
place to study and German university degrees
are highly respected by employers worldwide.»

Hospitality
Gain expertise in all areas of guest-related

Spoorthy Sreenivasan
M.Bc. Computer Sciences, Graduate

service provision.
— M.A. Hospitality Management

and Leadership
*in accreditation. Start: October 2021
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Our MBA Programmes
in English

Our Master‘s and MBA
Programmes in German

New challenges require new solutions. Our MBA programmes emphasise both economic

Studying worldwide, founding your own start-up or qualifying for the management trainees in

feasibility and social responsibility. Depending on your professional career and your

your dream industry - with a Master‘s programme at SRH Berlin you can deepen your

management expertise, you can choose the classic management programme or concentrate on

knowledge or take a new direction. Your professional success is guaranteed.

one particular subsection. All MBA programmes are designed for professionals with a university
degree who would like to advance their economic knowledge in a specific field.

MBA Programmes

Master‘s Programmes

MBA Programmes

Broaden your management horizon.

Communication & Media

Management

— MBA Executive General Management

— M.A. Marketingkommunikation

— MBA Executive General

— MBA General Management

— M.A. Medien & Kommunikation

Management

— MBA Int. Healthcare Management
— MBA Int. Human Resource

Management
— MBA Marketing Intelligence
— MBA Sustainable Innovation and

Entrepreneurship

«You get intensive training in every conceivable
area. But of course, it‘s not just the content that
counts. Good equipment is at least as important.
And this university really does have everything
you need.»
Sandra Miller,
M.A. Medien & Kommunikationnternational
Business Administration
33

«The SRH Berlin offers many opportunities
and promotes its students to their limits and
prepares them for working life.»
Mandy Harris,
M.A. Marketingkommunikation, Graduate
34

M.A. International Management:
Your tripartite city combinations

What do our students say?

You get to solve global economic issues, learn about international and European law and
prepare yourself for challenging tasks in international management. Thanks to practical projects
you can develop your soft and leadership skills and - by choosing one of our partner universities
around the world - tailor your programme to your personal and professional interest.
The programme thus offers you the opportunity to study in up to three countries, immerse in
different cultures, expand your international experience and maximise your competitive edge.

Study in 2 or 3 countries and get a double degree!
Berlin – Shanghai – Paris/Bordeaux
Berlin – Shanghai - Dublin
Berlin – Berlin – Dublin
Berlin – Granada – Paris/Bordeaux
Berlin – Granada – Berlin
Berlin – Paris/Bordeaux
Berlin – St. Petersburg
Berlin – Berlin – Rome – Rome
Berlin – Berlin – Shanghai – Shanghai
Berlin – Berlin – Prague – Prague

Liebelei Lawrence
M.A. International Management

Why did you want to study at SRH Berlin?
«...because I was looking for an accredited degree programme that is taught in English, does not
necessarily require a Bachelor‘s degree in economics and is more practice-oriented than
theory-oriented.»
Our Master‘s programme “International Management“ has
received the FIBAA Premium Seal, which is awarded for

What did you enjoy most about your studies?

outstanding study programmes that clearly exceed the

«My experience at SRH Berlin was very enriching due to the multicultural composition of the

quality requirements of the FIBAA. Among other things, the

students. In addition, the support and backing from the SRH Berlin staff and the programme director

international student body, the global orientation of the

was unparalleled.»

programme, the practical integration and the good supervision of the students were highlighted.

How did SRH prepare you for your degree?
«Studying at SRH Berlin gave me a balanced, well-rounded and practical education, which I believe

prepared me perfectly for a smooth transition into the working world.»
35
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GCI Global Cooperation
Institute
The SRH Global Cooperation Institute (GCI) is

Our Partners Abroad

the hub of all international activities at SRH
Berlin University of Applied Sciences. Embark on

Over the years, we have built a strong network of

your international adventure with our team.

international partner universities. We offer mobility
grants to our students and staff alike. Furthermore,

Out into the World

we are happy to welcome guest students and
teaching staff from our partner institutions. Also,

The International Office is your first point of contact

many faculty members are engaged in research

concerning any questions about your stay abroad.

projects with our partners and are constantly

We provide you with all important contacts and

developing new ideas for future cooperations that

information on scholarships and study opportunities,

will benefit us all.

be it exchange semesters, dual programmes or
internships abroad. We also coordinate the
ERASMUS consortium and the PROMOS scholarship

Residence Permit Services

programme.
You have already received your admission letter from
SRH Berlin and your student visa? Then it’s time to
plan your stay in Germany. Our Residence Permit

Free German Courses

Service is happy to answer your questions and make
the necessary arrangements for our students as a

Kirsten Matthes
SRH Berlin Head of Global Cooperation Institute

Whether you want to improve your foreign language

group.

skills, acquire a language certificate or better your
diversity and intercultural skills: The Language &

SRH GCI Global Cooperation Institute

Diversity Centre is the pivotal point for language
learning and diversity training.

»Here we coordinate our projects with cooperation partners from all over the

With our high-quality university-specific foreign

world, work on the expansion of our international partner network and fill our

language and individual diversity trainings your

internationalisation strategy with life.«

international success is guaranteed.
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Germany is the perfect study
location as it disposes of a
high-quality tertiary education
system. Therefore, German
university degrees are highly
respected by employers around
the globe. Moreover, with us,
you can study in English.
But don’t just take our word for it:
Germany was deemed the no. 1
destination for international
students in Europe and the 3rd
most attractive study destination
worldwide according to the OECD
and study.eu.
39
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Future Job
Prospects

»I feel secure in knowing my future
employer will need me just as
much as I will need them.«
41

Germany is the European
leader in growth,
employment and export.
Therefore, there are
innumerable career
opportunities for skilled
professionals. Especially
graduates with degrees in
STEM (science, technology,
engineering, mathematics),
supply and waste
management, IT and
software development/
programming are in high
demand.
42

Affordable Living
Costs

»While studying in Germany I get
to focus on my studies and not
worry about my finances.«
43

Compared to other European
countries, living costs in
Germany are quite
moderate. Students benefit
from a lot of concessions. In
addition, international
students with a valid
residence permit are allowed
to work part time while
pursuing their studies, 20h
per week up to 240 days per
year (or 120 days full time).
And after your studies, you
benefit from an 18-month
residence permit to find a
suitable job.
44

Health &
Safety

» Getting to live in a vibrant city
while at the same time feeling safe
at home is the best of both
worlds.«
45

Germany is considered a
very safe country. Ranked
16th among 163 countries, it
is one of the most peaceful in
the world, according to the
Global Peace Index 2020.
Whether living in a big city or
in a small town, students can
pretty much move around
day or night without having
to take any special
precautions.
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German
Culture

»In Germany you feel like you are
at home even though it is not your
home country.«
47

Germany, home to renowned
poets and philosophers such
as Goethe, Schiller and Kant,
has a lot to offer: a diverse
art scene, music and folk
festivals and a big literary
scene. Cities like Berlin,
Hamburg and Dresden offer
a wide range of recreational
activities, such as street food
or film festivals, concerts and
thousands of parties to go to.
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»Germany lies in the heart of
Europe which makes it a perfect
starting point to travel the
continent.«

Explore Germany
& Europe
Germany as a travel and
study destination has a lot to
offer. Whether you are an
adventure seeker or a culture
vulture - Germany fulfills
every need: Skiing in the
Alps, mountaineering in the
Black Forest or visiting
historical and cultural sites.
Germany lies in the heart of
Europe which makes it a
perfect starting point to travel
the continent. Paris, Madrid
or Rome – all of these
amazing destinations are just
a stone’s throw away.
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The Start-Up Lab
Put your ideas
into action.
The SRH Start-Up Lab Berlin is an open, cross-school meeting space where our students
find a supportive and interdisciplinary environment to develop their entrepreneurial
personality. Creative people who want to set up their own businesses are able to test
their innovative ideas and get the opportunity to network. In addition to lectures,
workshops, meet-ups and other events, we offer consulting services for all phases of the
start-up process.
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Follow us on Social Media!

Keep in touch

Keep in touch with the SRH Berlin Family
and extend your existing network,
discover new job opportunities and stay up to
date with the latest SRH Berlin news, events and
services. On LinkedIn you can find our public
SRH Berlin Career Service Profile as well as the
SRH Berlin Career Service Group for students
and alumni of SRH Berlin University of Applied
Sciences.

Any questions?
We are happy to help.
+49 30 374 374 777
studyinberlin@srh.de
www.srh-berlin.de

instagram.com/srhberlin

facebook.com/srhberlin

twitter.com/srhberlin
Imprint:
youtube.com/c/Hdpk

SRH Hochschulen Berlin GmbH · Ernst-Reuter-Platz 10 · 10587 Berlin
Email: info.hsbe@srh.de · Phone: +49 30 374 374-0 · Web: www.srh-berlin.de
Der Regierende Bürgermeister von Berlin - Senatskanzlei Wissenschaft und Forschung

linkedin.com/school/srh-berlin-university-of-applied-sciences
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is responsible for SRH Berlin University of Applied Sciences in all areas of higher education law.
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